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Wiring Collection. Avoid shortages and malfunctions when electrical wiring your car's
electronic devices. Print the wiring diagram off and use highlighters to trace the signal. When
you use your finger or perhaps stick to the circuit along with your eyes, it may be easy to
mistrace the circuit. A single trick that I actually use is to print out exactly the same wiring plan
off twice. Before reading the schematic, get acquainted and understand all of the symbols. Read
typically the schematic like a roadmap. Sometimes, even if you shut away from power, some
cabling may be connected to another circuit as well as hence may continue to pose a threat of
electric shock. The best approach to easily instal cables is to be able to straighten them out
there first. Amperage Rating or perhaps Amp needs to be able to be checked for those electrical
wiring as well as devices. Before setting up or changing wiring, one must have got the
appropriate amp rating for all those circuits. For example, a amp circuit should have a
right-gauge wiring to prevent fire threat. Grounding provides the safe path with regard to extra
electric current to pass in situation of a fault or any some other issue. An individual need to
guarantee enclosing all electrical wiring connections in appropriate electrical boxes or even
clamps. Enclosures protect the connection since well as typically the people from unintended
contacts with individuals connections. There are usually various different types of wires
accessible in the industry â€” Heat proof, Flame Resistant, Industrial Quality etc. Make sure to
select the right line to your need. The particular above tips as well as check not only help in safe
power wiring changes as well as replacements but likewise pave a way for safer homes. Six
Tips for electric wiring 1. Facebook Tweet Pin. The ignition switch in Ford vehicles is
responsible for handling the electrical signals related to starting the vehicle. A failing ignition
switch can cause system-wide problems ranging from the ability of the car to start, to
maintaining speed and even keeping the radio turned on. Careful car owners can recognize the
symptoms of ignition switch failure before the problem leaves them stranded on the side of the
road. An ignition switch performs several functions for a vehicle. The ignition switch also
connects the vehicle's starter to the battery, and sends the initial surge of electricity to the
starter which starts the car. What is often called the "ignition switch" is actually two
components: the lock cylinder, and the electric switch. The lock cylinder is the housing into
which a vehicle's starter key is inserted, and the electric switch is located just behind it. In most
Ford models these two parts are combined into one unit with four positions that the starter key
turns to through the ignition process: off, accessories, on, and start. The electronic switch
receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to release power
from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position. When the car
starts, the electric switch allows power to flow from the battery to the starter, which results in
what most refer to as "turning over" of the engine. When one or both of these parts fail the
electronic switch and the lock cylinder they have distinct symptoms. When the electric switch
fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms. The vehicle will not be able to turn over
because the electrical wiring in the electric switch isn't able to communicate with the battery,
and the vehicle's accessories will function poorly lights dim or not working. Problems in the
vehicle's lock cylinder will impact the driver's ability to insert the starter key into the lock
housing. The cylinder may become stripped or damaged resulting in the starter key no longer
fitting, or the key being unable to lock into the drive position. Problems with the lock cylinder
may be intermittent with the position slipping while the car is operating which will cause
sluggish acceleration and stalling. Vehicle stalling will occur without warning and is often
mistaken for alternator failure because it will seem as though the battery is unable to retain a
charge, which is in part true as the battery is not receiving a signal to send power to the starter
to initiate starting procedures. The problem is cascading, impacting multiple vehicle systems.
Jonathan Lister has been a writer and content marketer since The Electronic Switch The
electronic switch receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to
release power from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position.
Starting Problems When the electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms.
If you're old Ford doesn't fire up you might be experiencing Ford ignition module problems.
Although I recommend a few quick tests before you replace the part, if your distributor mounted
ignition module looks like the image on the right you probably just found your failed
component. Here we'll talk about how long a Ford ignition module lasts, what it takes to replace
it and a special tool that you're going to need to get the job done. In addition, we'll talk about
applying dielectric grease to the new part so it lasts as long as the original equipment ignition
module. Another piece of good news is, the replacement Ford ignition module available on this
page features an improved design over the one that might be causing your no start condition
today. Sidebar: Chevrolet fans suffer from this issue as well. See this article about Chevrolet
ignition module problems. No Spark Caused from a Failed Ford Ignition Module Ignition Spark
Test Diagram When the ignition module fails, the engine turns over normally, but doesn't even

sputter or kick like it's trying to start. Of course, other situations like a failed fuel pump or even
a clogged fuel filter can cause the same symptoms. Therefore we're going to grab an
inexpensive inline ignition spark tester to verify we don't have any spark at all reaching the
spark plugs. You remove the spark plug boot and insert the tester in line with the ignition wire.
Next you attach the other end to the spark plug. You can also set up a jumper wire with one end
attached to a good ground found on a frame bolt or even the negative terminal of the battery.
The jumper wire gives you the flexibility to set up the spark tester where you can see it. This
allows you to view the spark jumping during a one-man test. Finally, you crank the engine
around and look for a strong spark in the plastic visible window on the spark tester tool. If you
have spark coming out of the distributor, then your ignition module is not the problem. In this
situation, I would take a quick fuel pressure test to make sure you're not dealing with the lack of
fuel problem mentioned above. If you don't have spark and you have one of those rectangular
boxes mounted on the front side of the distributor then there is a strong likelihood this is your
malfunction. Before we throw that thing in the trash and get a new part let's make sure we have
spark coming out of the coil. Although the module fails more often than the coil I have seen
both parts go at the same time. Take the spark tester and put it in line with the coil in the same
way you did with the spark plug wire. If you don't have spark from the coil then I would replace
this part first and see if it starts. When the Ford Motor Company put this part on the distributor
they apply to a thin film of dielectric grease to the solid state module. It goes on the the heat
sink metal surface on the back of the part where it attaches to the distributor. This electrical
lubrication lasts for a long time. However after 20 years, it starts to degrade and its ability to
conduct heat is compromised. Therefore, in the end, most of the times you see the module has
failed from heat damage. I have seen do-it-yourself and professional mechanics replace the
module without applying dielectric grease to the back of the replacement part. To my surprise
these parts can fail within a couple of months without the dielectric grease applied to the back.
I'm not sure if they started putting a small one serving packet in with the module, but the last
time I purchased one it didn't come with any heat sink lubrication. Fortunately, a tube of Loctite
brand dielectric grease runs in the eight dollar range and will most likely become a lifetime
supply for the average mechanic. If you remember to put the lid on, this stuff stores for an
extended period of time. The tube of dielectric grease I have must be at least 10 years old and is
still in good condition. Where else can you use it? It can protect electrical connections and
wiring with a moisture-proof barrier that withstands harsh conditions including road salt, dirt
and moisture related corrosion. Plus use it on automotive bulb sockets to prevent premature
failure of replacement bulbs. And don't forget to use it on spark plug boots, boat trailer wiring
harness connectors and battery terminals. I remember the first time I came across a failed Ford
ignition module. I was a young mechanic working on a four-cylinder Ford Mustang with a 2.
After finding ample spark at the coil and none at the spark plug my boss said to stop diagnosis
and that a new module was on its way from the parts store. When the module arrived, he
handed it to me while giggling. I wasn't sure at that moment why he found this a funny situation.
Furthermore, the holes that allowed access to the screws were too small to allow a standard or
deep well socket to engage the retainers. Then my boss stuck his head out of the office and
said "what's the matter, you don't have the right tool for the job"? So now I understand why he
was laughing, because he owns the special tool used to replace the ignition module on these
old Ford's. He let me use his tool for that situation, but when the tool man came around I bought
my own. When I stuck it in my toolbox I was thinking I would probably never use it again.
Nevertheless, ignition module failures on these older four-cylinder and six-cylinder engines
would be so common in the years to come that I got plenty of use out of the special tool. With
the cost of around eight dollars I say that it pays for itself on the first use. If you use it a second
time and you just might, then this purchase was a smart thing to do. Ford trucks are becoming
known for troublesome, but long lasting vehicles. If you own a through F timing chain problems
exist in your future. In the same way it's not uncommon to walk up to an old Ford from through
and have it pull a no start on you. Although the ignition module is a common failure it's not the
only thing that can go wrong with an old Ford. This article highlights two of the most common
problems with the ignition system. Again these are a failed module or defective ignition coil. In
fact, I would say if I walked up to a Mustang with a no start there's less than a 25 percent chance
of it being something else. Remember that the spark tester can eliminate all of the malfunctions
on the fuel side of the circuit. Let me tell you about a , Ford Escort that really threw me for a
loop. It had a no start condition and there was no spark. I replaced the ignition module and it
didn't fix the problem so this was the first time I got burned. Upon further inspection there was
no power making it to the distributor. To make a long story short, we had a missing ignition
signal coming from the vehicle's main computer. When I dug out the old-style Ford ECM from
underneath the passenger side dashboard, it was wet with engine coolant from a slow heater

core leak. Coolant infiltrated the computer and burnt out the circuit that feeds power to the
distributor. If you don't perform some testing and just jump at the module you might get burned
like I did. There is an excellent page available from another automotive site that provides
step-by-step pinpoint diagnosis of Ford ignition module problems. If this kind of diagnosis is
above your skill level you can always ask a car mechanic for assistance. As an Amazon
Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay.
However, the pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common Chevrolet
brake switch problems cause issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light comes on
but the system will not set or hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced engine
power warning message. The possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure of the
TPS and throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k miles. An
important list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history. Read
More. Ignition Spark Test Diagram. Recent Articles. Putting the key in the ignition switch and
starting the car feels like second nature. However, if your car has ignition switch problems , you
may not be able to start the car at all. Ignition switch problems can also cause issues on the
road, such as unexpected shutdowns or electrical problems. Here's how to fix several common
issues. The average car key only has a few hundred thousand combinations. Of course, if you
access the car itself with your key, you likely won't be able to turn on the ignition because of all
those extra tumblers. This has really happened, much to the chagrin of car owners and
inadvertent felons. The ignition cylinder is mechanically connected to the steering wheel lock,
so a potential thief cannot steer the car without the key. If you turn off the engine with the
steering wheel turned or turn the steering wheel after turning off the engine, the steering wheel
lock can bind and prevent you from turning the ignition. How To Fix It: Fortunately, this is an
easy fix. Just turn the wheel back and forth until the ignition cylinder is freed. You may insert
and remove the ignition key thousands of times every year, wearing the key and tumblers
ever-so-slightly every time. Heavy keychains can add more stress to the ignition cylinder,
increasing wear. After a while, the key may fall out of the cylinder or be unable to turn out of the
lock position. How To Fix It: The best way to do this is to get a new lockset, with new keys and a
new cylinder. You might consider getting a matched lockset that includes the door and trunk
cylinders. The ignition switch itself is connected to the ignition cylinder by a shaft or lever.
Inside the ignition switch, several contacts connect vital electrical systems needed to start and
run the car. These generalizations, depend significantly on year, make, and model. Worn
ignition switch contacts, temperature problems, or broken springs can all cause the ignition
switch to fail, preventing you from starting your car. On the road, poor ignition switch contacts
could shut the engine off while driving, which could be dangerous. How To Fix It: After ensuring
the rest of the electrical system is intact, such as fuses, relays, and circuits, replace the ignition
switch. Modern cars with immobilizers use transponder keys to enable or disable engine
starting or running. The chip in the key transmits a specific code, of which there are millions. If
this code matches the ones programmed into the vehicle, engine starting is enabled. An
incorrect key code, such as from an unprogrammed key or damaged key, would prevent engine
starting. Electrical problems, such as broken immobilizer antenna wiring, which usually
encircles the ignition cylinder, can prevent the engine immobilizer from reading transponder
codes. Finally, some keys have battery-amplified transponders, so a dead battery might prevent
the codes from being read. How To Fix It: For amplified transponders, replace the battery.
Otherwise, you may need to have a professional make sure all keys are programmed to your
immobilizer and that the system is electrically sound. Benjamin Jerew. Benjamin Jerew is an
ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with over a decade of experience in auto repair,
maintenance, and diagnosis. Updated August 14, When I turn the key the dash lights usually
come on and then the starter does not engage when the key is rotated to the start position. The
vehicle will start if the solenoid is jumpered so I believe the problem is in the column. Can you
help me out? Also do you have a test light if you do I will help you trace down the problem. Was
this answer helpful? I replaced the switch on the lower column and I still have no voltage at the
solenoid from the switch. If I jump 12v to the small top terminal on the solenoid the starter spins
so I suspect a problem between the ignition switch and the solenoid. I don't have a great deal of
experience with Fords so I dont know the circuitry well enough to wing it without a wiring
diagram. I hate to buy a book for this one repair. I'm trying to help out someone else. Any
helpful tips you could throw my way would be appreciated. Sorry, I forgot to include that last
time. What is the trick to removing the covers on the upper steering column to access the
internal ign switch components. Do you. What size engine do you have? Was this answer. Yes
Louie, I have a test light and I also have a Fluke multi meter. Alright tell me what size engine the
truck has and I will get you a wire diagram and tell you which wire's to check. It's a Ford 5.
Here's what were going to do with the truck in park i want you to test for power at the red and

light blue wire going into and out of the neutral safety switch with the key in the start position it
should have power to both of those wire's. Let's there. I probably should have also mentioned
that it has a manual transmission if we are gonna talk about nuetral safety switches. Is it located
at the clutch pedal, in the linkage, or somewhere entirely different on these trucks? I couldnt
really read the wiring diagram but after some manipulation I was able to make out the clutch
interlock switch and its location on the diagram. In short, I answered my own question. Will post
when I have test results. Of course I will likely be able to troubleshoot this now. By the way, did I
say thnkyou? Really appreciate the help. Your welcome that's what were here for to help people
with there car's. Let me know what you find and if you have anymore question's. Sorry about
that. I never really saw the transmission designation initially. Must automatically list it as
automatic if you dont change it huh? Well, I'm about to go out to the shop and check it out so I'll
let you know. I'm sure I can run it down from here unless there is some Ford voodoo in the way
I'm not aware of. Just curious, if I make a donation do you get it? Is there a way I can help you
out. That subscription is not cheap! I think you are correct it does default to automatic if you
don't change it. Yes if you want to make a donation it does help me out. I emailed you that wire
diagram so hopefully you can view it better. Let me know what you come up with. Well, after
further investigation I found a switch on the clutch linkage rod where it passes thru the firewall.
It has a six pin connector with the following wiring. The numbering could be reversed. I'm just
assuming they are like most other plugs and numbered from the left. There is no stand-alone
light blue wire. As always, your expertise is greatly appreciated. Alright you should have battery
voltage to at least one red and light blue wire's with the key in the start position. Now at the
ignition switch you replaced it look's like you should have two yellow wire's going to it they
should both have battery voltage to them and there will be a red and light blue wire and that will
have battery voltage in the start position. See what you find. Well Louie, I finally got some time
to go back to this and all the voltages are there. I can get the engine to turn over but no fire.
There is 12v power at the coil pack and the distributor except the outer two pins which are v in
the run position. Didn't have an extra person to get readings in the start position. Can I get a
diagram of the six wire neutral safety switch? I'd like to understand what is going on there
electrically. This is a six pin connector at the firewall above the gas pedal on the clutch rod. Any
advice or help would be great and how to bypass the NSS would help too since this is just a
field truck for farming to give field to field transportation. Let me know what you think. I posted
a wire diagram for you on here you must have not seen it. I just emailed you a wire diagram for
the starter it only show's the red and light blue wire's at the clutch switch. If all the wire's I had
you check at the ignition switch check out then we have power coming into and going out of the
switch to kick the starter over. Now we test at the clutch switch with the key in the start position
you should have one of the red and light blue wire's have battery voltage with the clutch pushed
in and the switch closed both the red and light blue wire's should have battery voltage. What the
switch does is connect those two wire's when you push the clutch in. If that"s good then go to
the starter relay inner right fender and with the clutch pushed in have someone turn the key to
the start position. The red and and light blue wire to that should have battery voltage. Let's
starter with getting the truck to turn over with the key and go from there. Let me know what you
find. Hi Louie, Well, I finally did what I should have done from the start. I used my trouble
shooting and diagnostic skills to run down the entire ignition system. I found the Ignition
module at the dist. Was getting proper voltage but not firing the dist. I replaced the module and
presto. End of problem. Gotta love those after-the-fact experts. I thank you for all your help and
am getting involved with the site. I hope I didnt drive you too crazy with my lack of confidence
when it comes to Fords. Other than late 60s and early 70s Mustangs I have avoided them. Turns
out they are just like everything else once you tear 'em open and start running things down. I
did get the diagram but was confused that the other 4 wires were missing from the clutch
interlock switch I always call em an NSS circuit. I "modified" the slider switch and made a
'Warning" decal for the dash. Like I said, it's just a field truck driven by farm boys. I have a lot to
learn about the site and it's features. The videos are a great tool to reference when working with
less experienced members. Again, thanks for your time. I'm having the gal that does our books
get together a donation to the site through my business. She says it's a tax thing that way. Hope
to be able to learn more from reading your posts in the future. So it was the clutch switch
causing the no starter action? Glad you got that figure out and the no spark as well. Also if your
going to donate make sure you donate threw the user name you asked this question with so I
get credit for helping you. Glad to hear you want to get involved with this site and give back and
help others with there car problem's. Good luck to you with all your endeavor's. Also thank you
so much in advance for your donation and thank you for using 2carpros. Will do saturntech9.
Yep ignition module went out to cause the no run problem and clutch swith the no start. No
problem once I slowed down and troubleshot the systems seperately. Thanks again louie. I have

the same problem except the engine nor the starter stop when I turn the key switch off I have to
disconnet the battery post. Then when I reconnect the battery the engine turn, starter keep
turning. I ve change the steering coloum it work for 3 month, started the sme problem. Will this
info help? Recently the Steering Column Actuator failed on my son s truck. I managed to get it
replaced and everything works fine. However, I took some advice from the internet and cut the
end off the actuator to get it in the slot before connecting the ignition rod. Now, the truck goes
into gear, with or without the key in the ignition. I learned that the piece I cut off works the shift
interlock. I feel this is unsafe, especially since this truck belongs to my 17 yo son. Anyway, I
want to purchase another one and reinstall the correct way. My question is how do you install
this the correct way? How do I remove that last piece of the column to properly install the
column actuator? You can find pictures and videos of people replacing this all over the internet,
but all of them cut the end off the actuator. How do I do this correctly? Are you talking about
replacing the solenoid that keeps you from turning the key off in any other position then park?
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